Wear it as a face mask, headband, neck gaiter, dew rag and more – adaptability is woven into the very fabric of every Chill-Its® Multi-Band. Made of soft, stretchable, machine-washable material for comfortable, breathable protection against sun, dust, debris, droplets and more. Thread for thread, it may be the hardest working member of the entire line of Tenacious Work Gear®.

**Features**

- **BLOCKS WIND, SUN & DUST** – Ultimate protection from the elements
- **COMFORTABLE FACE COVERAGE** – In line with current CDC recommendations regarding cloth face covers in public settings*
- **MACHINE WASHABLE** – For clean re-use
- **MULTIPLE WAYS TO WEAR** – Wide variety of style and usage configurations
- **LOW-PROFILE** – Can be worn by itself or under a hard hat
- **MOISTURE-WICKING** – When dry, will absorb sweat & wick moisture away
- **ANTI-MICROBIAL TREATMENT** – Reduces odors caused by sweat

*The CDC (Centers for Disease Control) has advised the use of simple cloth face coverings to slow the spread of coronavirus as a voluntary public health measure. While Chill-Its® Multi-Bands comply with CDC recommendations for cloth face covers (such as: snug fit around face, unrestricted breathing, machine washable), they are not a replacement for surgical masks or N95 respirators.